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ATTACKED BY THIRTEEN FIGHTERS - HALIFAX

SHOOTS DOWN THREE

Attacked By 13 enemy fighters successively on the way hack from

the last heavy raid on Berlin, and with one engine out of action, a

Halifax shot down three of the enemy and was struggling homeward when

a second engine failed and the bember crashed into the sea. The only

surviving member cf the crew, the mid-upper gunner, has just returned

to his base and has given details of the running fight which extended

from over Berlin to the Danish coast.

The port inner engine became unserviceable just before the aircraft

reached Berlin, but the pilot went on and completed his bombing run in

spite of the efforts of masses cf searchlights to light up the aircraft

for the scores of fighters which were swarming ever the German capital.

Just after the bombs had been dropped and the pilot was turning for

heme, a searchlight caught the Halifax, and immediately many other

beams were switched on t it. Before the pilot could twist away

from them a F.W.190 swooped in from the rear.

The rear-gunner opened fire when the fighter was 38® yards awayf

and the F.W*s engine burst into flames. The fighter was well ablaze

as it dived towards the ground, and the pilot was seen to bale out.

Ten minutes later, north of Berlin, a Messerschmitt 109 attacked

from starboard. As it closed in, the mid-upper runner fired three

long bursts and hit the fighter amidships. Its tail was seen to break

off and it spiralled down.

Ten different fighter attacks followed,at short intervals, but the

pilot managed to dodge them by skilful evasive action and only a few

bullets hit the Halifax.

The bomber was down to 5,ooo feet when it was finally attacked,

near the Danish coast, by a Junkers 88 which fired from also range

without doing any damage. Then the mid-upper and rear-gunners get

it in their sights and saw their bullets hitting the port wing and

the port engine of the enemy aircraft. A second or two later it

burst into flames and went down cut of control.

The Halifax ret off across the North Sea on three engines, but

when they were about 100 miles from the English coast the port outer

engine suddenly stopped, With two engines cut cf action on one side

and the aircraft only 5,000 feet above the water the pilot had no time

to make the necessary adjustments and the aircraft went into a spin

and struck the sea, breaking into two parts and sank.


